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"May be there is a road ahead of it,
May be there is a new world down the road,
Walking fourth is the only plight,
Because we didn't come this far to come this far only,,
We at "BDM PUBLIC SCHOOL" wish to grow consistently and steadily in the
coming years and take the school to its peak and do good to the children and the
community. But the Covid-l9 has affected educational systems worldwide, leading
to the near - total closures of schools. But in response to this the school has
adapted the use of distance learning programmes and open education applications
to limit the disruption of education, we started the conduction of classes through
WhatsApp group and also Real Time classes on Google Meet. The examination
were conducted on Google Forms and even the distribution of the online results
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was also done.

With the sole purpose of updating teacher's knowledge, the school has motivated
teachers to attend various webinars. It was attempt which inclusively engulfed by
various significant aspects like moral values, safeguard, against COVID 19, how
to inculcate art learning integration in various subjects. Besides this teachers also
attended various webinars conducted by CBSE like Hi Tech Hikers: pflhon, IT
skills, About pedagogy, Experimental learning etc.
Our students - teacher ratio is very much conducive for hybrid teaching i.e. online
and offline modes and here in our school teachers give individual attention to the
students for solving their problem and difficulties. We also provide remedial
classes or extra classes for under-performing students where our teachers give
personilised attention by telephonic doubt clearing classes.

Many of our teachers created their YOUTUBE channels and used them to conduct
online classes and impart knowledge to the learns. The school created its own
Social Media handles on facebook and Instagram and event live on those pages
during Repub Day and other important event.
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Time and again during this pandemic time, the Principal Preceptor guided and
motivated the teachers through webinars.
We fulfill all the noffns of safety, health, security and covid guidelines as per the
government guidelines.

In the field of co

- curricular activities our students have performed exceedingly

well and bagged positions in various competitions like house boards and wall

magazines and inter completion etc. important days were observed and programs
were celebrated in a colourful ways though Google Meet like International labour
Day, Eld al- azha, Rakshabandhan, Dussehra, Fit India campaign etc.
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Last but not least we have been doing consistent efforts to ampli$z the spoken
English by showing visual presentation followed by online interaction session of
students in primary wings. Parents support and cooperation has always been
immense who are our major supporlers.
I hereby. conclude by saying
Success is not

final; failure is not fatal: it is the courage that counts......

success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it.
Miles to go before I go to sleep.
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